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Test Data Record Summary
This appendix contains a summery of the test
data taken on each Band Level Assembly for the
Cold and Prime Focal Plane Asoomblies.
Band 1 S/N 401
Band 2 S/N 401
Band 3 ' S/N 401
Band 4 S/N 401
Band 5 S/N 201
Band 6 S/N 101





FLIGHT B A N D 01
S/N 401
11/19/81
INTRODUCTION ORIGINAL PACE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
The following pages summarize the data obtained
for the Band 1 TM Flight Full Band Assembly (P/N
50797) as of November 19, 1981.
The enclosed data has been collected from half-
band, post amplifier, and full-band acceptance
test data records. It is presented here to make










1. Test Specification 16597 Rev. J 1-21
2. Box Car Transient Response Plots 22-37
3. Post Amp Frequency Response Plots 38-53
A. Prime Focal Plane Crosstalk Data 54
5. Delay Times 55-70
6. Pre-Amp Frequency Response Plots 71-86
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This document describes the functional test of the Silicon
Detector and Preamplifier Assembly, 50797, and the Post-
amplifier Circuit. Board for Bands 1-4, 50904. Together these
make up 16 complete channels, or one spectral band, of TM
signal electronics. In preparation for the test, the 50797
assembly is mounted in the 75729 bonding and test fixture.
A modulated LED is focussed on each individual detector. The
postamp boost and rciloff resistors are set for each channel
to provide proper frequency response from 100 Hz to 52 kHz
and transient response to a 10 us ramp. Wideband noise is
measured for each channel. Crosstalk is measured from each
channel to all other channels at 50 kHz. Once a preamp and
postamp assembly are tested together, it is intended that
they be installed in the same band lo'cation in the TM instrument.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 SBRC Documents
The following documents specify the electrical assembly design
and are for use in identifying details necessary in testing.
Drawings '
50797 Silicon Detect~or~~5~~P?eamplifier Assembly
50805 Electronic Diagram, Silicon Detectors ft Preamplifiers
50904 PWB Assembly, Postamplifier , Band 1-4
52732 Parts, Electronics Select, TM
50905 ; Elec. Diagram, Postamplifier, Band 1-4
75918 . Detector Array Alignment Fixture Assembly
76600 • Full Sand Test Set
76601 Voltage to Current Converter
76602 Optical Fiber
78275 . F?A Temperature Controller Assy.
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3.0 TEST EQUIPMENT SEGUED (OR EQUIVALENT) °F POOR QUALITY
3. 1 Full Band Test Sot. >?3C Prawinc 76600
The test sec c o n t a i n s -onnectors to mate with the Detector
and Preamplifier A s a e r j i y . a connector to accept tho rost-
anplifier circuit board, a selector switch to monitor preanp
and postarop outputs and po ten t lo-'e t e r s for adjusting the boost
and rolloff resistance.
3.2 Oscilloscope
Tektronix type 547 oscilloscope with a 1 A7A plug-in, or
equivalent.
3 . i» Wave Analyzer ' .
Hewlett Packard 3591A selective voltmeter, or equivalent, is
used to measure crosstalk.
3.5 True RMS Voltmeter
Hewlett Packard 3AOOA, or equivalent, to measure frequency
response and wideband noise.
3.6 Detector Array Alignment Fixture Assembly, SBRC Dwg. 75913
This assembly contains a nicroscope with a photometric eye-
piece which allows the light from an optical fiber to be
focussed onto an individual detector element.
3.7 Optical Fiber, SBRC Dwg. 76602 . .
An optical fiber about 2 feet long is used between th« light
emitting diode (LED) and the alignment fixture assembly so
the LED'drive signal current will not be picked up by the
high impedance focal plane circuitry.
3.3 Light Emitting Diode
Laser Diode Laboratories, type.639AS3S31.
3.9 Voltage-to-Current Converter. SSRC !>wg. 76601
This box drives the LED with a current proportional to its
voltage input.-
Ai 11323













.. Wavetek type 147 drives the volt age-to-current converter for
the frequency response and crosstalk tests.
3.11 Pulse Generator
Data pulse type 116 drives the voltage to current converter
for the transient response test.
3.12 Integrator/Averager
'•;-.;.' _'. PAR type 162 is used to .improve the signal to noise ratio
during the transient response test. The r.odel 164 gated
integrator plug-in is used.
Plotter
Hewlett Packard type 7044A is used with the Integra tor /Aver ager
Automatic .l?uir.r.e.r:t
The follov.-ir.F- equipment is used when testing is performed
in other than the manual node.
Network Analyzer - The ILP 3042 Network Analyser consists
of a 35^02 Synthesizer, 3570A"Network Analyzer and a
9525S Desi Top Computer._
PROCEDURE ' . .
Ihspec t ion
Check to see that nominal component valuer, have .been installed
on the iostamp board at C33-43, Rl-16, R17-32, R.33-43, R65-80
and R81-96. The nominal values are shown on the.postamp
assembly drawing 50904 as a function of the intended band
number '(1-4). The assembly drawing also gives a. 52732 Select
List Dash Munber for each select component also as a function
of intended spectral band. The final selected w.alue must be
chosen from the values in the list.
Attach the 50797 Detector Preamplifier Assembly ((mounted in
the bonding and test fixture) to the baseplate o.f the D e c e c c o r
Array Alignment fixture. Focus the microscope am detector ele-
ment number 1 of 16. Connect the sinewave gene rr.'a tor, voltage-to-
current converter ,' LED and optical fiber. Locatce the LED as
far as possible from the detector-preamp assembll'v. Insert
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Apply 4-21V.+0.5V to the test set following the indicated
polarity. Limit the currents to 200 mA. Turn on the supply
and record the currents as indicated on the supply meters.
Offset Adjustment :
Connect the test set pos tamplif ier high' and low outputs to
the + and - inputs of the oscilloscope preamplifier. Adjust
the nominal 20 KQ offset resistor in each channel to produce
a differential offset voltage. VQ - VQ. of 0 IV. Record
the offset voltage and resistor value. The focal plane assembly
nust be dark for this test, and the tenperature of the array
must be 15 + 2 C. If necessary, both the offset resistor
and offset trin resistor may be selected -to obtain the
required output voltage. The tolerance for each band shall
be as follows: (+'1.0 volt)(G'/G0) where GQ is the nominal
band gain, and G1 is the gain in each channel calculated
from the following foraula:
and 10 ( Rpre/2
(Rpre)(5.5)











Post Gain .resistors for Bands 2, 3 and 4 nay be lifted to
facilitate frequency response and transient response testing.
The following values oi' G are to be use? only for the
purpose of this test:
GQ » 8^9 (Band 1)
GQ = 2.8 (Band 2)
GQ = 3.4 (Band 3)
G^ = 1.45 (Band 4)
The presence or absence of post gain resistors during
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«..5 i-°" rr« v.:er— ;- ::. . " :.-
L
. .
preamplifier output. Adjust the sinev;ave generator to pro-
ovc? 5 — v » i v cX-r'c .1"? "r ur.c'f.stcrtec sinevo.vs rr: tVn SC~T».
1;. J*c;: 'c ;.i. If r?l<. r*. .•- ;• .. *i ••.Yo c £ o c •."". b c. c .-i r*- = •'---- - c
r-.-.L:. :-.zL--^-^r: c= •>.::? ' osz<.'^ ; co^rvl 3r ti...t t^e ?-:ir. v--lu- 1 :-r
e=ch of ti'e oth-r crmnr.els ratc.-.es ~r.st of .tfc- selscted char.r-j.
+. ?.j. ?'..rict;rrL sir? • - be re: lucocl rt t:.e c T:cl-.:ri rr f ti.is
"•••Ft. ?«cc"- ••:£• ;":..'.jl reri-ror VD.IM-JS.
I..2^ : her. i,eEtlr.r iir.d - cr.ly, csts.:. board resistors ?rr rhrcyc!-.
R^ *8 (l-ost-5iii.n resistors) --ust be lifted froo; the circuit
board at one er.d. Other-; ise a 4V rk-pk signal v-ili not be
af.air.&rle. ?.r = i£i.or= -.re tc. re-a^r. lifteu tiircu-i.O'Jt tre
rei.air.C^r of :;.•*.& tesu.
. 6 Frequency and Transient Response Adjustment
Measure the response to a 10 vis ramp using the pulse generator,
voltage-to-current converter, light emitting diode, optical
fiber and microscope. Adjust the boost control on the test
box for flattest response in the 30 to 500 us region after
the ramp. Mow reconnect the function generator and set the
rolloff control on the test box for -3.0 db at 52 kHz. These
controls are interactive so several iterations may be required.
The final setting should resulc i~n t'ae transient response
reaching final value within 1% after 60uS and within 1.5«
after 35uS. Record the naxinun overshoot (liait = 10%) and
the 2 to 98% risetiine (limit - 20uS) . The frequency response
should be -(3 -"-0/0-0. 5) dB at 52 kHz. Record the boosted frequenc/
response on the data sheet for the boost and rollof.f settings
obtained,. Plot the transient response usir.g the lat'Sgr a tor /
Averager and the plotter.
It cay be necessary to add capacitance at C23-Ci8 Co neet
the requirement. If c.ipacitance is added, record cine values
on the data sheet. If no capacitor is required, eacer 0 for
value ar.d r.ake note that capacitor was not needed.
7-i-e car a noise, referred c: t..e rres^piifi-rr output, sr.ail te
defined as:
K' - (•/_0^ 0^ )/(char.r.ei cair.)(ico;e -'-::." ; ir volts rrs.
•
:
.iceb9nc :.oii.-e refrirre-.: to the front enc of the video amplifier
shall ce ccfined as:
W.3. Noise = N'/3,.s ; in amperes.j. O
TThere V is the output of the wideband, true-rsocing r::.s : ••-:•"':











And H^ v. i- ~~~ feedback repiptor vt-ue for s.-.cr c-.-rr.-?l ir.
'•'.iti: the t/oost en.': rciloif resistors ?<?t gr {•»->;ri'-. • i Ir. j ^ ra
ci:ar_T.el .tair. as ?• rrcj.ri'.te, scnv.-e
 fc.i.i, y;.d tr.e feecriC'Crc. resi
value. Usinc these values calculate K1 (to tl.ree sisr.nificint
firur-pr), e-.c '..2. I.^ -i:" (tc: f. o ci nific-T.t figures). ??£csri" t
calcuistec va-ues i:; i: e tet-t catu record.
4.8 Crosstalk - Using the wave analyser at the l'.7A signal output
and the sinevave light source Driver with the voltage-to-currenc
converter, measure the crossta : ; from each channel to its
four nearast neighbors at 50 kHz. (Channel 1 has only 2
nearest neighbors: 2 and 3. Channel 2 has J: 1, 3 and 4.
Channel 3 has 4: 1, 2, 4, and 5. Also record the average
crosstalk froa each channel to its 11 non-neighbors. The
measured crosswalk shall be less than 13 (-40 d3) for
 (
near'St neighbors and less than 0.1% (-60 d3) for non-neighbors'*
4.9 Ground Continuity and Isolation
i






Record raaxiauia readir.g of Data Sheet.
Measure >1 Mf: between Jl-16 and
Jl-18 J2-15
Jl-11 J2-21
Check Data Sheet O.K.
Measure >1 MH between Jl-16 and the ??A aluminum mounting
fixture.
Check Data Sheet O.K.
Measur= .25.'.' between Jl-10 of odd channels and Ji-16 o: t-~r.
ch anneis for Sands 1, 2, 2 and i. Check data sr. -; r; O.K.
CC3E ' .CfNT s,c , -*UM-::5
A 1 11323
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i.10 Tine Delay
Measure the Tiae Dealy between the 50" points of the
led drive current waveform transition anc the corresponding
channel output waveform transition. Display both wave-
forms on the oscilloscope, usinp a dual trace plug-in
with external sync and 2'jS/CM sweep tine. Photograph
the rise and fall seoaretely for each channel. Record
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5 .0 Q U A L I T Y A S S U R A - E r R O Y i s i c : : '
 OR1G(NAL pAQE
5.1 Noti:i;:itic: OF POOR QUALITY
The QA Engineer shall be n o t i f i e d before tests arc p e r f o r m e d ,
When possible, this notification should precede the test by
one day.
5.2 Witnessing by QA Engineer
The OA ~ r. c i -.'.:< c r ray v-.:-cs« j-.y cr all u c s t s . !'.e shc'-ld >c
r. otifi,.; c :' .s t »• > t ev-rr. rhc-.t.. r. o r. ss vjivoc rr.e r;ch t t«r
witness a previous test.
5 .3 H a n d l i n g o f F l i g h t A s s e o b l i e s
.'.11 ~ 1 1 ;:.-.•. A s : i> - r '. i - s ; '.-. a I I ; c ':. A r. .-. I c .: i r. a c c c r d c r. ; c v 1 1 h
A s s e m b l y H i s t o r y - \ ecc rc i S'.*. c; e t P r o v i s i o n s .
5 . - F a i l - j r e s
? r ^ b 1 e - s / ." .'. 1 1 u r e s e r. c c i; r. : * r e c i u r i - g t e s t i n g r f : '. i r .-. t
hardvare shAll ba har.clec ir. accordance with Th«aa:ic Mapper
Product Effectiveness Plan HS236-CC66A.
e.o .-AiPAK.-.Tic:: ?c?. ?ri:v:?,v
6 . 1 Authorizing S i g n a t u r e s
The test data sheets r.ust be signed by the Test In gireer.
QA Engineer, and Design Engineer. '..'her. the QA Engineer
has not witnessed, the test, he should sign the data sheet
a f t e r it is r e v i e v » d b " ~'~.f ?esiin Er. cinecr. A\ ty-ic.il
After the "est data sheet if s i; r«c . rlace one .(1) c^7!
the traveling file, cneiDc:?" am :r.e criminal in :'-.e
Engineering file, anc give cne vll ;=py tc QA.
i silt j cc:f ct--;






Desecror ?resr.?lif ier Assembly 50797, S/N
contains 51015 assemblies S/N Z<9 9 and /Q2-/ .
odd and even channels, respectively. - . . ' .
?osta=plifier Circuit Board Assembly 50 90-, S/N 2~O f
Intended for TM Spectral Sand
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.6 Transient K o ? p <s n r. c • ' ;
Maxirun o x c v r u i o n :'ron fin.il v a l u e n:'t c r c iv.e tg + t whore
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DAND 1 CHANNEL 1 October 28(3, 15)881






























BAND 1 CHANNEL 2 11/11/81

















































BAND 1 CHANNEL 3 October 28, 1981







Teat Encjlntaeri Neville C. Davieon, III
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BAND 1 CHANNEL 4 11/11/81















































BAND 1 CHANNEL 5 October 28, 1981




























BAND 1 CHANNEL 6 11/11/81






































BAND 1 CHANNEL 7 October 28, 1981

































BAND 1 CHANNEL 8 11/11/81



































BAND 1 CHANNEL 9 October 28, 1981
































BAND 1 CHANNEL 10 11/11/81








Teot Engineers Chuok Lane

























BAND 1 CHANNEL 11 October 28, 1981









Teot Engineert Neville C. Daviocn, III
































BAND 1 CHANNEL 12 11/11/81







Teat Engineer! Chuck Lane
<Jgs.






































BAND 1 CHANNEL 13 October 29, 1981







Teet Engineer* Neville.C. Davieon, III
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BAND 1 CHANNEL 14 11/11/81






























BAND 1 CHANNEL 15 October 29, 1901
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BAND i CHANNEL 16 11/11/81







Twut Enrjlnuuri Chuok Lane
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Ch 14 — 43 Average--61
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DANO 1 CHANNEL 10 11/02/81
PFPA Thermistor1* 7710ohms Pre~amp Response






































BAND 1 CHANNEL 11 11/02/81







Toot Enqlneeri Chuoh Lane




























BAND 1 CHANNEL 12 11/02/81

































BAND 1 CHANNEL 13 11/02/81








































BAND 1 CHANNEL 14 11/02/81







Teot Enqlpeen ChuoH Lane



































BAND 1 CHANNEL 15 11/02/81







































BAND 1 CHANNEL 16 11/02/81








Test Engineer! Chuok Lane




























The following pages summarize the data obtained
for the Band 2 TM Flight Full Band Assembly (P/N
50797) as of October 5, 1981.
The enclosed data has been collected from half-
band, post amplifier, and full-band acceptance
test data records. It is presented here to make
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NOTE A N D / O R ITEM NUMBER TO BE ASSIGNED AT TIME OF INCORPORATION.
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R E P L A C E S REV A W I T H C H A N G E AS R E Q U E S T E D
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This document describes the functional test of the Silicon
Detector and Preamplifier Assembly, 50797, and the Post-
amplifier Circuit Board for Bands 1-4, 50904. Together these
make up 16 complete channels, or one spectral band, of TM
signal electronics. In preparation for the test, th'e 50797
assembly is mounted in the 75729 bonding and test fixture.
A modulated LED is focussed on each individual detector. The
postamp boost and rolloff resistors are set for each channel
to provide proper frequency response from 100 Hz to 52 kHz
and transient response to a 10 MS ramp. Wideband noise is
measured for each channel. Crosstalk is measured from each
channel to all other channels at 50 kHz. Once a preamp and
postamp assembly are tested together, it is intended that




• The following document- specify the electrical assembly design
and are for use in identifying details necessary in testing.
Drawings
50797 Silicon Detector & Preamplifier Assembly
50805 Electronic Diagram, Silicon Detectors & Preamplifiers
50904 PWB Assembly, Postamplifier , Band 1-4
52732 Parts, Electronics Select, TM
50905 Elec. Diagram, Postamplifier, Band 1-4
75918 Detector Array Alignment Fixture Assembly
76600 Full Band Test Set


















TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIRED <OR EQUIVALENT)
Full Band Tesc Set, SBRC Drawing 76600
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
The test set contains connectors to mate with the Detector
and Preamplifier Assembly, a connector to accept the post-
amplifier circuit board, a selector switch to monitor pre^amp
and postamp outputs and potentiometers for adjusting the boost
and rolloff resistance.
Oscilloscope
Tektronix type 547 oscilloscope with a 1 A7A plug-in, or
equivalent.
Wave Analyzer
Hewlett Packard 3591A selective voltmeter, or equivalent, is
used to measure crosstalk.
True RMS Voltmeter
Hewlett Packard 3400A, or equivalent, to measure frequency
response and wideband noise.
Detector Array Alignment Fixture Assembly, SBRC Dwg. 75918
This assembly contains a microscope with a photometric eye-
piece which allows the light from an optical fiber to be
focussed onto an individual detector element.
Optical Fiber, SBRC Dwg. 76602
An optical fiber about 2 feet long is used between the light
emitting diode (LED) and the alignment fixture assembly so
the LED drive signal current will not be picked up by the
high impedance focal plane circuitry.
Light Emitting Diode
Laser Diode Laboratories, type 639AS3831.
Voltage-to-Current Converter, SBRC Dwg. 76601
















Wavetek :ype i.47 drives Che voltage-to-current converter for
the frequency response and crosstalk tests.
Pulse Generator
Data pulse type 116 drives the voltage to current converter
for the transient response test.
Incegrator/Averager
PAR type 162 is used to improve the signal to noise ratio
during the transient response test. The model 164 gated
integrator plug-ir. is used.
Plotter
Hewlett Packard type 7044A is used with the Integrator/Averager.
3.14- Autosatic Souicsent
The following equipment is used when testing is performed
in other than the manual mode.
J.14-.1 Network Analyzer - C?he HP 3C4-2 Iietworlc Analyzer consists
of a 35^o3 Synthesizer, 3570A Network Analyzer and a
9825S Desk Top Computer.
4.0 PROCEDURE
4 .1 Inspection
Check to see that nominal component values have been installed
on the postamp board at C33-4S, Rl-16, R17-32, R33-48, R65-80
and R81-96. The nominal values are shown on the postamp
assembly drawing 50904 as a function of the intended band
number (1-4). The assembly drawing also gives a 52732 Select
List Dash Number for each select component also as a function
of intended spectral band. The final selected value must be
chosen fron the values in the list.
4.2 Setup
Attach the 50797 Detector Preamplifier Assembly (mounted in
the bonding and test fixture) to the baseplate of the Detector
Array Alignment fixture. Focus the microscope on detector ele-
ment number 1 of 16. Connect the sinewave generator, voltage-to-
current converter, LED and optical fiber. Locate the LED as
far as possible from the detecccr-prsatap assembly. Insert
the Dostano board into the test sec socket.
f SIZEA CCCt ICSNI MO11323 NOM6EH ^597




•i. 3 S u 5 T> 1 v C u r r e n t
Apply ^21V.n-0.5V to the test set following the indicated
polarity. liait the currents to 200 aA. Turn on the supply
and record tne currents as indicated on the supply aeters.
•i . I* Offset Adjustment
Connect the test set pos ta-.-pl i f ier high and low outputs to
the -^ and - inputs of the oscilloscope preaaplifier. Adjust
the noainal 20 K2 offset resistor in each channel to produce
a differential offset voltage. VQ - VOL, of 0 T IV. Record
the offset voltage and resistor value. The focal plane asseably
oust be dark for this test.
4-.$ I.Q-S- ?recuenc~ C-ain Ad'ustnent
Connect the true-reading rss voltneter to the oscilloscope
preamplifier output. Adjust tne smewave £e~s-3tor to pro-
duce a A. v ^ 1 v pk-pk 100 Hz und-istorted sinewave on the sccpe.
In each bane select ~zne cnannei whore feedback resistor \s
closest TO the nominal reiue (1.0 Z 1C' ch=s). Adjust the pre-
gain resistors en tne postarp board so tnat the gain value for
each of r-he other channels ratcnes tha~ of the selected channel
+ ^%. Resistors are T.O be reriacfd at tne conclusion of this
test. Hecoro the final resistor values.
::>;'2Z: Then testing Zard ^ only, rostarr board resistors 5JJ through
?AS (Post-gain resistors) rust be lifted fros: the circuit
board at ere end. Otherwise a ~7 rk-pk signal will not be
attainable, ".esistors are to regain lifted thzxcuehout the
remainder of mis test.
- 6 rrecuency sr.d Transient ?es?or.se A d : -js taen 1
Measure the response to a 10 '_'s ra = p using the pulse generator,
volt age-to-currer.t converter, light emitting diode, optical
fiber a-nd microscope . Adjust the boost control on the test
box fsr flattest response in the 30 to 500 ~js region after
the raap . Nov reconnect tne function generator and set the
rolloff cantrcl on the test box f=r -3.0 db at 52 kHz. These
controls are interactive so several iterations =ay be -equired.
The final setting should result in th.e transient re,sr><:ir'-sa
reaching final value within 1" after 50u5 and within i.5£
aftsr 35uS. Record the aa.:iaua overshoot (liait = 10") and
the 2 to ?S" riseti-e (liait = 2CuS). The frequency response
should be -(2 -0/0-0.5) d3 at 52 kHz. Secord the boosted frecuency
response on the data sheet for the boost and rolloff settings
obtained. Plot the transient response usin^ the Integrator/
Averager £.nd the plotter.
. A 11323 |





It say be necessary to add capacitance at C33-^CA3 to meet
the requirement. If capacitance is added, record the values
on the data sheet. If no capacitor is required, enter 0 for
value and make note that capacitor was not needed.
Wideband Noise
With the boost and rolloff set as in paragraph 4.6, measure
the wideband noise on the true rms oeter. It shall be less
than (2.4 pA) (Rf) where Rf is the feedback resistor value
in the channel being tested. Record the noise on the data
sheet .
Crosstalk - Using the wave analyzer at the lilA signal output
and rhe siaevave light source driver with the ^oltage-to-current
converter, measure the crosstalk from each chasnel to its
four nearest neighbors at 50 kHz. (Channel 1 Ssas only 2
nearest neighbors: 2 and 3. Channel 2 has 3: I, 3 and 4.
Channel 3 has 4: 1, 2, 4, and 5. Also record t&e average
crosstalk froa each channel to its 11 non-neigribors . The
measured crosstalk shall be less than 1% (-40 e.3 ) for
nearest neighbors and less than 0.1" (-60 dS) ror non-neighbors.










Record maximum reading of Data Sheet.
Measure >1 M.Q between Jl-16 and
Jl-18 J2-15
Jl-li J2-21
Check Data Sheet O.K.
M e a s u r e >1 MS3 b e t w e e n Jl-16 and the FPA aiuaiiraa m o u n t i n g
f i x t u r e .
Check Data Sheet O.K.
Measure <25H between Jl-16 of odd channels and", Jl-lo of even
channels for Banes 1, 2, 3 and 4. Check data y-iheet O.K.
s i r s
A 11323 Io59 ;
SCAlf
4.10 Tine Delay
Measure the Tine Dealy between the 50Z points of the
led drive current waveform transition and the corresponding
channel output waveform transition. Display both wave-
forms on the oscilloscope, using a dual trace plug-in
with external sync and 2US/CM sweep tine. Photograph
the rise and fall separetely for each channel. Record











5.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
5.1 Notification of QA Engineer
POOR QUALITY
The QA Engineer shall be notified before tests are performed.
When possible, this notification should precede the test by
one day.
5.2 Witnessing by QA Engineer •
The QA Engineer cay witness any or all tests. He should be
notified of a test even though he has waived the right to
witness a previous test.
5.3 Handling of Flight Assemblies •- "
All Flight Assemblies shall be handled in accordance with
Assembly History Record Sheet Provisions.
5.4 Failures
Probleas/failures encountered during testing of flight
hardware shall be handled in accordance with Thematic Mapper
Product Effectiveness Plan KS236-0066A.
6.0 PREPARATION ~CR DELIVERY
6.1 Authorizing Signatures
The test data sheets aust be signed by the Test Engineer,
QA Engineer, and Design Engineer. When the QA Engineer
has not witnessed the test, he should sign the data sheet
after it is reviewed by the Design Engineer. A typical
data sheet format is included at the end cf this procedure.. -
6.2 Distribution of Tea: Records
After the test data sheet is signed, place one (1) copy in
the traveling file, one(l)copy and the original in the
Engineering file, and give one (1) copy to QA.
SIZE
A
CODE 'DE^T NO 1 NUM8ES
11323 ! 1659 7
* f UC t T «3
•A. 3
4:
Detector Preanplifier Assenbly 50797, S/N'
contains 51015 assenblies S/N /02>
 and"
odd and even channels, respectively.
Postaiaplifier Circuit Board Assembly 50904, S/N
Intended for TM Spectral Band
Feedback Resistor values frox data sheets for specification 16306
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
The following p*.-. * suonarize the data obtained
for the Band/^TM Flight Full Band Assembly (P/N
50797) as of August 28, 1981.
The enclosed data has been collected from half-
band, post amplifier, and full-band acceptance
test data records. It is presented here to make
it available in a single package.
(' w/ii, lit / / / *. ' jff
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1. Test Specification 16597 Rev. H 1-20
2. Box Car Transient Response Plots 21-56
3. Post Amp Frequency Response Plots - 37-52
4. Delay Tiaies 53-68
5. Pre-Anp Frequency Response Plots 69-84
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This document describes the functional test of the Silicon
Detector and Preamplifier Assembly, 50797, and the Post-
amplifier Circuit Board for Bands 1-4, 50904. Together these
make up 16 complete channels, or one spectral band, of TM
signal electronics. In preparation for the test, the 50797
assembly is mounted in the 75729 bonding and test fixture.
A modulated LED is focussed on each individual detector. The
postamp boost and rolloff resistors are set for each channel
to provide proper frequency response from 100 Hz to 52 kHz
and transient response to a 10 us ramp. Wideband noise is
measured for each channel. Crosstalk is measured from each
channel to all .other channels at 50 kHz. Once a prearap and
postamp assembly are tested together, it is intended that
they be installed in the same band location in the TM instrument.
APPLICABLE HOCUMENTS "
SBRC Documents
The following documents specify the electrical assembly design
and are for use in identifying details necessary in testing.
Drawings
50797 Silicon Detector & Preamplifier Assembly
50805 Electronic Diagram, Silicon Detectors & Preamplifiers
50904 PWB Assembly, Postamplifier , Band 1-4
52732 Parts, Electronics Select, TM
50905 Slec. Diagram, Postamplifier, Band 1-4
75918 Detector Array Alignment Fixture Assembly
76600 Full Band Test Set


















TEST E Q U I P M E N T R E Q U I R E D (OR EQUIVALENT)
Full Band Test Se t , SBRC Drawing 76600
*"
 pO(?R
The test set contains connectors to mate with the Detector
and Preamplifier Assembly, a connector to accept the post-
amplifier circuit board, a selector switch to monitor preamp
and postamp outputs and potentiometers for adjusting the boost
and rolloff resistance.
Oscilloscope
•Tektronix type 547 oscilloscope with a 1 A7A plug-in, or
equivalent .
Wave Analyzer ' .
Hewlett Packard 3591A selective voltmeter, or equivalent, is
used to measure crosstalk.
True RMS Voltmeter
Hewlett Packard 3400A, or equivalent, to measure frequency
response and wideband noise.
Detector Array Alignment Fixture Assembly, SBRC Dwg . 75918
This assembly contains a microscope with a photometric eye-
piece v^ich allows the light from an optical fiber to be "
fccussed onto an individual detector element.
Optical Fiber, SBRC Dwg. 76602
An optical fiber about 2 feet long is used between the light
emitting diode (LED) and the alignment fixture assembly so
the LED drive signal current will not be picked up by the
high impedance focal plane circuitry.
Light Emitting Diode
Laser Diode Laboratories, type 639AS3831.
Voltage-to-Current Converter, SBRC Dvg. 76601











. Wavetek type 147 drives the voltage-to-current converter for
the frequency response and crosstalk tests.
3.11 Pulse Generator
Data pulse type 116 drives the voltage to current converter
for the transient response test.
3.12 Integrator/Averager
PAR type 162 is used to improve the signal to noise ratio
during the transient response test. The model ,.164 gated
integrator plug-^n is used.
3.13 Plotter
Hewlett Packard type 7044A is used with the Integrator/Averager.
3.14 Automatic Equipment
The following equipment is used when testing is performed
in other than the manual mode.
3.14.1 Net7;ork Analyzer - The HP 3042 Network Analyser consists
of a 3306B Synthesizer, 3570A Network Analyzer and a
9825S Desk Top Computer.
4.0 PROCEDURE
4.1 Inspection
Check to see that nominal component values have been installed
S on the postamp board at C33-48, Rl-16, R17-32, R33-48, R65-80
and R81-96. The nominal values are shown on the postamp
'•, assembly drawing 50904 as a function of the intended band
J number (1-4). The assembly drawing also gives a 52732 Select
( List Dash Number for each select component also as a function
of intended spectral band. The final selected value must be
chosen from the values in the list.
4.2 ; Setupj ——™—
i- Attach the 50797 Detector Preamplifier Assembly (mounted ia
* the bonding and test fixture) to the baseplate of the Detector
• Array Alignment fixture. Focus the microscope on detector ele-
ment number 1 of 16. Connect the sinewave generator, voltage-to-
current converter, LED and optical fiber. Locate the LED as
far as possible from the detector-preamp assembly. Insert







REV /•/ j SHEET li
A
4 ORIGINAL PAGE IS4-3 Supply Current OF POOR QUALITYApply *21V.*.0.5V Co the test set following the -indicated
polarity. Limit the currents to 200 mA. Turn on the supply
and record the currents as indicat d on the supply aeters.
4.4 Offset Adjustaent
Connect the test set pos taaplif ier high and low outputs to
the •»• and - inputs of the oscilloscope preamplifier. Adjust
the nominal 20 KD offset resistor in each channel to produce
a differential offset voltage, VQ - VQL, of 0 + IV. Record
the offset voltage and resistor value. The focal plane assembly
oust be dark for this test.
4.5 Low rr?quency_Geic Ad.just^ :gnt . "~~
Connect the true-reading ms voltneter to the oscilloscope
preamplifier output. Adjust the sinewave generator to pro-
duce a * v * . 1 v pk-pk 100 Ez undistorted siaewave on the scope
In each base select the channel whose feedback resistor is
closest to the nominal value (1.0 X 10" ohms). Adjust the pre-
gain resistors en -he postacp board so that the gain value for
each of the other channels Batches that of the selected channel
£ 5*« Hesistors are to be replaced at the conclusion of this
test. Record the final resistor values.
NC-TS: ^en testing Band 4- only, postanp board resistors H53 through
H^8 (Post-Gain resistors) . sust be lifted from the circuit
board at one end. Otherwise a 4-V pk-pk signal will not be
attainable. Heaistors are to regain lifted throughout the
remainder of this test.
4.6 Frequency and Transient Response Adjustaent
Measure the response to a 10 Us ramp using the pulse generator,
volt age-t o-current converter, light emitting diode, optical
fiber and microscope. Adjust the boost control oa the test
box for flattest response in the 30 to 500 us region after
the raap. Now reconnect the function generator aad set the
rolloff control on the teat box for -3.0 db at 52 kHz. These
controls are interactive so several iterations may be required.
The final setting should result in tb.e trannient response
reaching final value within It after 60uS and within 1.51
after 35uS. Record the naxiaum overshoot (limit •» 10Z) and
the 2 to 98Z risetiae (liait - 20uS). The frequency response
should be -(3 +0/0-0.5) d3 at 52 kHz. Record the boosted frequency
response on the data sheet for the boost and rolloff settings
obtained. Plot the transien. response using the Integrator/
Averager and the plotter.
v Slit CCOt . C I N F MO I NUwtd
V, '
11323 1659?
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ORIGINAL PAGE !S
OF POOR QUALITY
It may be necessary to add capacitance at C33-C48 to meet
the requireaenc. If capacitance is added, record the values
on the data sheet. If no capacitor is required, enter 0 for
value and make note that capacitor was not needed.
4.7 Wideband Noise
With the boost and rolloff set as in paragraph 4.6, measure
the wideband noise on.the true rms meter.' It shall be less
than (2.4 pA) (Rf) where Rf is the feedback resistor value
in the channel being tested. Record the noise on the data
sheet.
4.8 Crosstalk - Using the wave analyzer at the 14.7A signal output
and the sinewave light source driver with the voltage-to-current
converter, measure the crosstalk from each channel to its
four nearest neighbors at 50 kHz. (Channel 1 has only 2
ne-tresc neighbors: 2 and 3. Channel 2 has 3: I, 3 and 4.
Channel 3 has 4: 1, 2, 4, and 5. Also record the average
crosstalk from each channel to its 11 non-neighbors. The
measured crosstalk shall be less than IX (-40 dB) for
nearest neighbors and less than 0.12 (-60 dB) for non-neighbors.
'7' " *«. 9 Ground Continuity and Isolation






Record maximum reading of Data Sheet.
\ Measure >1 Mft between Jl-16 and
(
 Jl-18 J2-15 j
Jl-11 J2-21
Check Data Sheet O.K.
/ Measure >1 Mfi between Jl-16 and the F?A aluminum mounting
• fixture.
»
*- Check Data Sheet O.K.
Measure <25fi between Jl-16 of odd channels and Jl-16 of even
channels for Bands 1, 2, 3 and 4. Check data smeec O.K.
.
A 11323 16597




Measure the Time Dealy between the SOS points of the
led drive current waveform transition And the corresponding
channel output waveform transition. Display both wave-
forms on the oscilloscope, using a dual trace plug-in
with external sync and 2uS/CM sweep time. Photograph
the rise and fall separetely for each channel. Record






5.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
(*~ 5.1 Notification of OA Engineer ' • j .
The QA Engineer shall be notified before tests are perforaed.
When possible, this notification should precede the test by
• • - . - • • • ' one day. ' • • • " •
.5.2 Witnessing by QA Engineer • - '• ..- • -.•• --:- -'.-•.' - • ••.
The QA Engineer may witness any or all tests. He should be
notified of a test even though he has waived the right to
witness a previous test. ...
"5.3 Handling of Flight Asseablies ' • •- • •' " '- .'
All Flight Assemblies shall be handled in accordance with
Assembly History Record Sheet Provisions.
5.A Failures
Probleas/failures encountered during testing of flight
hardware shall be handled in accordance with Thematic Mapper
Product Effectiveness Plan HS236-0066A. .
6.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
i 6.1 Authorizing Signatures .
The test data sheets aust be signed by the Test Engineer,
QA Engineer, and Design Engineer. When the QA Engineer
has not witnessed the test, he should sign the data sheet
after it is reviewed by the Design Engineer. A typical
data sheet format is included at che end of this procedure.
6.2 Distribution of Tesc Records
After the test data sheet is signed, place one (1) copy in
the traveling fiLe, one(l)copy and the original in the
Engineering file, and give one (1) copy to QA.
I - " - -—; ' " —"• - • • - • Sl2tA









-Detector Preamplifier Assenbly 50797, S/N
contains 51015 a^seablies S/N 2o7 and ZoB-\ •
odd and even channels, respectively. ' . . - . . - •
Poscamplifier Circuit Board Assenbly 50904,
Intended for TM Spectral Band
'Z.O\


























































OF POOR QUALITY Measured Linit:
Resistor Value 908600- ( ) Offset Volteire 0.0 + 1.0 V
£17 It. 1 < <3W ' -XV V &
E25 Zl,€ JSV -<?•£.
E18 l7'S 3V6 - &.<*
226 20- o JS' 1 - X, &•
E19 l9.l 3</<) -&,£
H27 Zi.o 3S3 - & &
H2o 22.7 ^rr — / - < * -%f
E28 J8'7 3Y? -^XoC ^
B21 2/.S" <?S"V — <^ ^
E29 ^Ao ^^^ -o ?
E22 2/.:T ^rV -^9
B30 /S-7 «?s-<, ~ ^.^
B23 2«».iT <?sra -^. j— ^
E31 2-0, S ^s-a - ^. ^5-
R24- . 2«.o 5>5-/ '.3- 7*g
R32 2^.0 5^7 - <==>- JT-
Engineer /iJ^x ^sZzJ^J* Date /^^ ^i, //^/
Supervisor /^vU/CA. (j+x/!JfljA4&i/^ Date ^J^i 27 1*)%"'




















































-Band 1: 4.87K Co 16.2K
2: 4.12K to 11.8K

















iCAlf | «£V «f jSMtET --
A.6 , Transient Response
Haxireun excursion fron final value after time tQ •*• t where t,
is the tine when the response reaches 27. of final value.
t - -9 5r3-sJ<^ iJr
Limit - 1.52 Limit - 1.02
Test Engineer
Test Supervisor
Ch 1 *<0 /$ r- ,2.^
2 s?,O *"3 tr +-











8 . y*7-^ ^ ,*-
5 /W^ ,Z .
10 *^ "** .^
11 /,<X~ 0
12 ' /x/" ^ ,^" .
13 /^ /i<5
14 /?.<J ^ ',2-
15 ^<3 ^ .2-
16 ^.^ *" ,/
* <
•
<^Z-^S C-4^E. Date At^^. 27, /9s
 AtSLC^
u? &•*










CCO£ iCINT i.O 1 •«~*iir
113^3 !1 1 W -— vJ 1 .




V07S2SHOOT Cil. 1 ^ £
2 .6%
3 7%ji £/ ^
RIS3T11S Cb. 1 /<Z
2 /*?fjr/
5 . ..6%<ft'...
f \Dt t~l tm ' •*£-£—
_ ^. t~ *"4>vs/ivflL P^or ._
 c xj^
^ .— rf V.,.._ OF Prior. ' '"'^ 'S 5 /'t&r
6 ?^ --» vu^L/Ty 6 /^
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13 - '. S
14 - . SL
15 - <i>. /
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- 3 . 0
- 3 0





















1 Rl -?,67 *
2 no <y. ? 7 Ar
* T3£ f.3* K
4 RIO 3.33 K
5 ^ V./A K
6 Rll 3. ?3 f
7 H4 3^/6 k
8 R12 3. 5-7 /r
9 R5 fT/e? xr
10 Rl? •?. ?7 XT
11 R6 3. 7V /y
12 R14 3.93 XT
1? "R7 ftS3 K
14 HI 5 J.y K
IS R8 3.FJ /f








908600- ( ") Value Q08600-C ")
- 767 565 /r.V K - ^^^
- /70 R73 ?r.7 K - 3/3
- A? 7 T?66 SY9 ff , ~ <7^3
- /76 R7^4- rv:? «* ~ 3H
- /?r R67 66.* K ~ 3<?/
- /?a "R75 6«f.r /r - 3o/
- /7V R68 ?a& K - 3o9
- /79 R76 f^.6 if - 30?
- /fr R69 SV.9 K - «?93
- i7o "R77 37. t/ K " 371
- /?J R70 V9.fr - 3 ff 9
- /?3 R78 7J.3 AT ~ 3of
- /^? H71 30.9 '< " 36(*
- /7? . Ti79 V9.-7 AC - «7?9
- /fa. T?72 36,7 K " «?63
- /73 ^?80 39.3 /C ~ 379
&/ ^^^v^*^ ' Date ^fe&, <£?/?!?/
/ X ^
Quality Control Stamp <J". (AJ^ .-* K^cx-J^O^iate L/^u^ Z^ /*??/
0 0
i
SUE cooe I O E N T NO NUMaeit
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Planning Operation No. "ZJf&Q
/ ** ^ /A.
.Tested b y " a ^ i
'L ' / {/Ifl • / I /
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•2 -*-" 3 -5-^
3 -f^^ 4 -J"7
A '•-" ?3 - S:--3~3.-
5 -fr'7 6 '-T^
6 -f? ^ -fj
7 -^"7 8 -5"f
8 -X7 9 -^c^
9 -5^5" -10 -^6
10 -y^ 11 -s**?
11 "^^ 12 - £<=»
^^ + * ± J
13 -^-5- ^4 -^-f
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4.9 Ground Continuity and. Isolation
Signal GSD Continuity
Signal GXD-??<H Gnd Isolation
Signal GND-Chassis Isolation

































;: ( < 11 Ohms )
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The following pages summarize the data obtained
for the Band 4 TM Flight Full Band Assembly (P/N
50797) as of October 5, 1981
The enclosed data has been collected from half-
band, post amplifier, and full-band acceptance
test data records. It is presented here to make









1. Specification 16597 Rev. H 1-20
2. Box Car Transient Response Plots 21-36
3. Post Amp Frequency Response Plots 37-52
4. Delay Times 53-63
5. Pre-Amp Frequency Response Plots 64-79
6. Prime Focal Plane Crosstalk Data 80
7. Test Specification 16597 Rev H. (Continuation) 1-20*
8. Box Car Transient Response Plots and Post Amp
Frequency Plots Channels #6 & ;/8 21-26*
*Retest data taken after Hybrid ?re-Anp was replaced.
- £ V . i O'.'S
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REPLACES REV A WITH C H A N G E AS R E Q U E S T E D
BY ECR TM1202/01 TO U P D A T E TEST P R O C E D U R E
I n c o r p o r a t e d TM1357/ 01 . (1-6) See Revis ion Sotic
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This docucent describes the furctional t»st of the Silicon
Detector and Preamplifier Assembly, 50797, and the Post-
anp.lif ier Circuit Board for Bands 1-4 , 50904. Together these
make up 16 complete channels, or one soectral band, of TM
signal electronics. In preparation for the test, the 50797
assembly is mounted in the 75729 bonding and test fixture.
A modulated LED is focussed on each individual detector. The
postaap boost and rolloff resistors are set for each channel
to provide proper frequency response from 100 Hz to 52 kHz
and transient response to a 10 us ramp. Wideband noise is
measured for each channel. Crosstalk is measured from each
channel to all other channels at 50 kHz. Once a preamp and
postamp assembly are tested together, it is intended that
they be installed in the same band location in the TM instrument,
APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
S^RC Documents
The following documents specify the electrical assembly design
and are for use in identifying details necessary in testing.
Drawings
50797 Silicon Detector ?. Preamplifier Assembly
50805 Electronic Diagraa, Silicon Detectors •& Preamplifiers
50904 PWB Assembly, Postamplifier , Band 1-4
52732 Parts, Electronics Select, TM
50905 Elec. Diagram, Postamplifier, Band 1-4
75918 Detector Array Alignment Fixture Assembly
76600 Full Jand Test Set
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The tost sot contains connectors to mate, with the Detector
and Preamplifier A s s e m l> 1 v , a connector to accept the post-
a m p l i f i e r c i r c u i t board, n selector switch to monitor preaop
and postaiap outputs and po t on t ior>o t e r s for adjusting the boost
and roll off resistance.
On c t11oscopo




Hewlett Packard 3591. V selective voltmeter, or equivalent, is
used to measure crosstalk..
True RMS V o l t a e t o r
Hewlett Packard 3400 A, or equivalent, to measure frequency
response and wideband noise.
D c t f i- 1 j> r Array A 1 t s " "i e n t K i 1 1 u r o AasomMy, SRi\C t)vg. 7S9.1S
This asscmblv contains a microscope with a photometric evc-
pieco which A l l o w s thn licht trom an o p t i c a l fiber to b*
facuss«>d onto an i n d i v i d u a l detector element.
O p t l t - a l F t b r r , SSKC Dug. 7b602
An optical f l b o r about 2 feet Ions is used between the light
e m i t t i n g diodo (LED^ and the alignment fixture asserablv so
thn 1. K P drive s i •; n a I current will not be picked up by the
high impedance I'oc.tl plane circuitry .
l.laht Krai t t i n g rnodo
Lanor Diode Laboratories, tvpc 639AS3S31.
y_y» 1 t a_s«<- to-£ur r ont Converter, SSRC Rwg. 76601
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. Wavetek type 147 drives r.he vol tage-to-current converter for
the frequency response and crosstal tests.
3.11 Pulse Generator
Data pulse type 116 drives the voltage to current converter
for the transient response test.
3.12 Integrator/Averager
PAR type 162 is used to improve the signal to noise ratio
during the transient response test. The model 164 gated
integrator plug-in is used. . _.
3.13 Plotter
Hewlett Packard type 7044A is used with the Integra tor/Averager.
3.14 Automatic Ecuirsest
The following equipment is used when testing is performed
in other than the manual node.
5.1A..1 Network Analyzer - The HP 5042 Network Analyzer consists
of a 35C53 Synthesizer, 3570A Network Analyzer and a
9825S Desk Top Computer. •
4.0 PROCEDURE
4.1 Inspection
Check to see that nominal component values have been installed
on the postan? board at C33-48, Rl-16, R17-32, R33-48, R65-80
and R81-96. The nominal values are shown on the postamp
assembly drawing 50904 as a function of the intended band
nunber (1-4). The assembly drawing also gives a 52732 Select
List Dash Number for each select component also as a function
of intended spectral band. The final selected value must be
chosen from the values in the list.
4.2 Setup
Attach the 50797 Detector Preamplifier Assembly (mounted in
the bonding and test fixture) to the baseplate of the Detector
Array Alignment fixture. Focus the microscope on detector ele-
ment nuinber 1 of 16. Connect the sinewave generator, voltage-tc-
current converter, LED and optical fiber. Locate the LED as
far as possible from the detector-preamp assembly. Insert
the postamp board into the test set socket.
1- SIZEA CCCt IDENI NO11323- 16597SCALE j «EV /-/ | SHEET n
*o«* MS ;i:i ••» .j *»i aminc* .on CUAIWINT 1000* A.
1
1.3 Supply Current • ORIGINAL PAGE IS
1
 OF POOR QUALITY
Apply +21V.+0.5V to the test set following the indicated
polarity. Limit the currents to 200 nA. Turn on the supply
and record the currents as indicated on the supply meters,
4.4 Offset Adjustment
Connect the test set postamplifier high and low outputs to
the + and - inputs of the oscilloscope preamplifier. Adjust
the nominal 20 KQ offset resistor in each channel to produce
a differential offset voltage, VQ - VQ,, of 0 + IV. Record
the offset voltage and resistor value. The focal plane assembly
must be dark for this test.
!
4.5 Low Frequency Gain_AdjU3taent
Connect the true-re ad:', rig rma voltmeter to the oscilloscope
preamplifier output. Adjust the sisewave generator to pro-
duce a * v * 1 v pk-pk 100 Ez undistorted slnewave on the scope.
In each bana select the channel whose feedback resistor is
closest to the nominal value (1.0 X 10^ ohms). Adjust the pre-
gain resistors on the postaap board so that the gain value for
each of the other channels natches that of the selected channel
£ 5%. Resistors are to be replaced at the conclusion of this
Record the final resistor values.
N02£: \Vhen testing Band 4- only, postanp board resistors RJ3 through
R48 (Post-gain resistors) must be lifted from the circuit
board at one end. Otherwise a 4V pk-pk signal will not be
attainable. Resistors are to remain lifted throughout the
remainder of this test.
4.6 Frequency and Transient Response Adjustment
Measure the response to a 10 Us ramp using the pulse generator,
voltage-to-current converter, light emitting diode, optical
fiber and microscope. Adjust the boost control on the test
box for flattest response in the 30 to 500 Us region after
the ramp. Now reconnect rhe function generator and set the
rolloff control on the test box for -3.0 db" at 52 kHz. These
controls are interactive so several iterations may be required.
The final setting should result in the transient response
• - "Teaching final value within 1Z after 60nS and within 1.5Z
after 35uS. Record the maximum overshoot (limit - 10Z) and
the 2 to 98Z risetiae (limit ° 20uS) . The frequency response
should be -(3 +0/0-0.5) dB at 52 kHz. Record the boosted frequency
response on the data sheet for the boost and rolloff settings
obtained. Plot the transient response using the Integrator/
Averager and the plotter.
Slit CCDE i C f M T ".O
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" " ORIGINAL PAGE 13
.OF POOR QUALITY
It may be necessary Co add capacitance at C33-C48 to meet
the requirenenc. If capacitance is added, record the values
on the data sheet. If no capacitor is required, enter 0 for
value and make note that capacitor was not needed.
4.7 Wideband Noise
With the boost and rolloff set as in paragraph 4.6, measure
the wideband noise on the true rms meter. It shall be less
than (2.4 pA) (Rf) where Rf is the feedback resistor value
in the char.nel being tested. Record the noise on the data
sheet.
4.8 Crosstalk - Dsing the wave analyzer at the 1A7A. signal output
and the sinewave light source driver with' the voltage-to-current
converter, measure the crosstalk from each channel to its
four nearest neighbors at SO kHz. (Channel 1 has only 2
nearest neighbors: 2 and 3. Channel 2 has 3: 1, 3 and 4.
Channel 1 has 4: 1, 2, 4, and 5. Also record the average
crossta' - from each channel to Its 11 non-neighbors. The
measured Crosstalk shall be less than 1Z (-40 dB) for
nearest neighbors and less than 0.12 (-60 dB) for non-neighbors.
\.9 Ground Continuity and Isolation





3~'-f - Jl-6- J2-27
Record maximum reading of1 Data Sheet.
Measure >1 Mft between Jl-16 and
Jl-18 J2-15
Jl-11 J2-21
Check Data Sheet O.K.
Measure >1 MH between Jl-16 and the FFA aluminum counting
fixture.
Check Data Sheet O.K.
Measure <25fJ between Jl-16 of odd channels and Jl-16 of even
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A. 10 Time Delay
Measure the Time Dealy between the 50* points of the
led drive current waveform transition and the corresponding
channel output waveform transition. Display both wave-
forms on the oscilloscope, using a dual trace plug-in
with external sync and 2US/CM sweep time. Photograph
the rise and fall separetely for each channel. Record
the delays on the Data Sheet. They shall be TBD ^O
OR'CINAL
OF
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5.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS




The QA Engineer shall be notified before tests are performed.
When possible, this notification should precede the test by
o n e day. • ' . - • •
• 5.2 Witnessing by QA Engineer • A •'' •'•• •••'• . -. ' • •••• - . -
The QA Engineer nay witness any or all tests. He should be
notified of a test even though he has waived the right "o
witness a previous test.
5.3 Handling of Flight Assemblies •- •
All Flight Assemblies shall be handled in accordance with
Assembly History Record Sheet Provisions.
5.4 Failures
Problens/failures encountered during testing of flight
hardware shall be handled in accordance with Thematic Mapper
Product Effectiveness Plan HS236-0066A.
6.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
6.1 Authorizing Signatures . -
The test data sheets must be signed by the Test Engineer,
QA Engineer, and Design Engineer. When the QA Engineer
has not witnessed the test, he should sign the data sheet
after it is reviewed by the Design Engineer. A typical
data sheet format is included at the end of this procedure.
6.2 Distribution of Test Records
After the test data sheet is signed, place one (1) copy in
the traveling file, one(l)copy and the original in the
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all bands)
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This document describes the functional test of the Silicon
Detector and Preamplifier Assembly, 50797, and the Post-'
amplifier Circuit Board for Bands 1-4, 50904. Together these
make up 16 complete channels, or one spectral band, of TM
signal electronics. In preparation for the test, the 50797
assembly is mounted in the 75729 bonding and test fixture.
A modulated LEO is focussed on each individual detector. The
postamp boost and rolloff resistors are set for each channel
to provide proper frequency response from 100 Hz to 52 kHz
and transient response to a 10 ys ramp. Wideband noise is
measured for eafch channel. Crosstalk is measured from each
channel to" all .'other channels at 50 kHz. Once a preamp and
postamp assembly are tested together, it is intended that
they be installed in the same band location in the TM instrument.
APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
SBRC Documents
The following documents specify the electrical assembly design
and are for use in identifying details necessary in testing.
Drawings
50797 Silicon Detector & Preamplifier Assembly
50805 Electronic Diagram, Silicon Detectors & Preamplifiers.
50904 PWB Assembly, Postamplifier, Band 1-4
52732 Parts, Electronics Select, TM
50905 Elec. Diagram, Postaoplifier, Band 1-4
75918 Detector Array Alignment Fixture Assembly
76600 Full Band Test Set
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3.0 TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIRED (OR EQUIVALENT) OF'POOR QUALITY '
3.1 Full Band Test Set. SBRC Drawing 76600
The test set contains connectors to mate with the Detector
and Preamplifier Assembly, a connector to accept the post-
amplifier circuit board, a selector switch to monitor pr-eamp
and postamp outputs and potentiometers for adjusting the boost
and rolloff resistance.
3.2 Oscilloscope
Tektronix type 547 oscilloscope with a 1 A7A plug-in, or
equivalent^.
3. A Wave Analyzer ' .
Hewlett Packard 3591A selective voltmeter, or equivalent, is
used to measure crosstalk.
*
3.5 True RMS Voltmeter
Hewlett Packard 3400A, or equivalent, to measure frequency
response and wideband noise.
.6 Detector Array Alignment Fixture Assembly, SBRC Dwg. 75918
This assembly contains a microscope with a photometric eye-
piece which allows the light from an optical fiber to be
focussed onto an individual detector element.
3.7 Optical Fiber, SBRC Dwg. 76602
An optical fiber about 2 feet long is used between the light
emitting diode (LED) and the alignment fixture assembly so
the LED drive signal current will not be picked up by the
high impedance focal plane circuitry.
3.8 Light Emitting Diode
Laser Diode Laboratories, type 639AS3831.
3.9 Voltage-to-Current Converter, SBRC Dvg. 76601















. Wavetek type 147 drives the voltage-to-current converter for
.the frequency response and crosstalk tests.
3.11 Pulse Generator
Data pulse type 116 drives the voltage to current converter
for the transient response test.
3.12 Integrator/Averager
PAR type 162 is used to improve the signal to noise ratio
.during the transient response test. The model 164 gated
integrator plug-in is used.
3.13 Plotter
Hewlett Packard^ type 7044A is used with the Integrator/Averager.
3.14 Automatic Equipment
The following equipment is used when testing is performed
in other tHan the manual mode.
3.14.1 ,Network Analyzer - The HP 3042. Network Analyser consists
of a 3JC8B Synthesizer, 3570A Network Analyzer and a
9825S Desk Top Computer.
4.0 PROCEDURE
4.1 Inspection
Check to see that nominal component values have been installed
X on the postamp board at C33-48, Rl-16, R17-32, R33-48, R65-80
and R81-96. The nominal values are shown on the postamp
\ assembly drawing 50904 as a function of the intended band
i number (1-4). The assembly drawing also gives a 52732 Select
-i List Dash Number for each select component also as a function
of intended spectral band. The final selected value must be
chosen from the values in the list.
4.2
Attach the 50797 Detector Preamplifier Assembly (mounted in
the bonding and test fixture) to the baseplate of the Detector
Array Alignment fixture. Focus the microscope on detector ele-
ment number 1 of 16. Connect the sinewave generator, voltage-to-
current converter, LED and optical fiber. Locate the LED as
far as possible from the detector-preamp assembly. Insert
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4.3 Supply Current ORIGINAL PAGE fS
OF POOR QUALITY
Apply + 21V.+0.5V to the test set following the -indicated
polarity. Limit the currents to 200 mA. Turn on the supply
and record the currents as indicat.d on the supply meters.
4.4 Offset Adjustment
Connect the test set postamplifier high and low outputs to
the + and - inputs of the oscilloscope preamplifier. Adjust
the nominal 20 Kft offset resistor in each channel to produce
• a differential offset voltage, VQ - VQL» of ® — 1V> " Recor<J
the offset voltage and resistor value. The focal plane assembly
must be dark for this test.
4.5 low Frequency Gain,Adjustment _ ' -~
Connect the true-reading rms voltmeter to the oscilloscope
preamplifier output. Adjust the sinewave generator to pro-
duce a 4 v * 1. v pk-pk 100 Ez undistorted sinewave on the scope,
In each band* select the channel whose feedback resistor is
-closest to the nominal value (1.0 X 10^ ohms). Adjust the pre-
gain resistors en -uhe postamp board so that the gain value for
each of the other channels matches that of the selected channel
i 5/6. Resistors are to be replaced at the conclusion of this
test. Record the final resistor values.
KOT3: T?hen testing Band 4 only, post'amp board resistors R53 through
' R.48 (Post-gain resistors).must be lifted from the circuit
board at one end. Otherwise a 4-V pk-pk signal will not be
attainable. Resistors are to remain lifted throughout the
remainder of this test. .
4.6 Frequency and Transient Response Adjustment
Measure the response to a 10 ys ramp using the pulse generator,
voltage-to-current converter, light emitting diode, optical
fiber and microscope. Adjust the boost control on the test
box for flattest response in the 30 to 500 ys region after
the ramp. Now reconnect the function generator and set Che
rolloff control on the test box for -3.0 db at 52 kHz. These
controls are interactive so several iterations may be required.
The final setting should result in the transient
-'reaching final value witb-in 1Z after 60uS and within 1.5Z
after 35uS. Record the maximum overshoot (limit - 10%) and
the 2 to 98Z risetine (limit - 20uS). The frequency response
should be'-(3 +0/0-0.5) dB at 52 kHz. Record the boosted frequency
response on the data sheet for the boost and rolloff settings
obtained. Plot the transien. response using the Integrator/
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It nay be necessary to add capacitance at C33-C48 to meet
the requirement. If capacitance is added, record the values
on the data sheet. If no capacitor is required, enter 0" for
value and make note that capacitor was not needed.
4.7 Wideband Noise
With the boost and rolloff set as in paragraph 4.6, measure
. the wideband noise on.the true ns meter. It shall be less
than (2.4vpA) (Rf) where Rf is the feedback resistor value
in the channel being tested. Record the noise on the data
sheet.
4.8 Crosstalk - Using the wave analyzer at the 1£7A signal output
and the sinewave light source driver with the voltage-to-current
converter, measure the crosstalk from each channel to its
four nearest neighbors at 50 kHz. (Channel 1 has only 2
ne.-rrest neighbors: 2 and 3. Channel 2 has 3: 1, 3 and 4.
Channel 3 has 4: 1, 2, 4, and 5. Also record the average
crosstalk from each channel to its 11 non-neighbors. The
measured crosstalk shall be less than 1Z (-40 dB) for
nearest neighbors and less than 0.1% (-60 dB) for non-neighbors.
.9 Ground Continuity and Isolation
Turn off power. Remove connectors. Measure < 11 ohais between Jl-16
and:
Jl-27 J2-6 ' .
Jl-23 J2-10
Jl-1 J2-31
^ Jl-6 J2-27 I
Record maximum reading of Data Sheet.
/ .*
J Measure >1 MQ between Jl-16 and
' Jl-18 J2-15 j
Jl-11 J2-21
Check Data Sheet O.K.
,' Measure >1 MH between Jl-16 and the FPA aluminum mounting
* fixture.
»
*- Check Data Sheet O.K.
Measure <25f2 between Jl-16 of odd channels and Jl-16 of even
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4.10 Time Delay
Measure the Time Dealy between the 50Z points of the
led drive current waveform transition and the corresponding
channel output waveform transition. Display both wave-
forms on the oscilloscope, using a dual trace plug-in
with external sync and 2yS/CM sweep time. Photograph
the rise ant1 fall separetely for each channel. Record
the delays on the Data Sheet; They shall be TBD £0.5uS.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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5.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS ORIGINAL• PAGE IS
5.1 n.tiUc.tl.. of OA En.i...r • .°
e
The QA Engineer shall be notified before teats are performed.
When possible, this notification should precede the test by
one day. ' ' - ' . . - • • ' • •' •• • • •
.5.2 Witnessing by QA Engineer
The QA Engineer may witness any or all tests. He should be
notified of a test even though he has waived the right to
witness a previous test. • -• . . •
•5.3-' Handling vof Flight. Assemblies • •••- • " •'. : '•"'--'
All Flight Assemblies shall be handled in accordance with
Asseably History Record Sheet Provisions.
•-..•.I*--.- . . v'-' •• : ' ••..••••••.••.. •-• '• . ' •:.-.••-. •'. •-.•••-•-.. ••*•.- ..-..••
3.4 ' Failures
Problens/faiiures encountered during testing of flight
hardware shall be handled in accorda^;^ with Thematic Mapper
Product Effectiveness Plan HS236-0066A. .
6.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
6.1 Authorizing Signatures ...
The test data sheets aust be signed by the Test Engineer,
QA Engineer, and Design Engineer.. When the QA Engineer
has not witnessed the test, he should sign the data sheet,
after it is revieved by the Design Engineer. A typical
data sheet format is included at che end of this procedure.
6.2 Pis tr ibur lor, of Tear P.scords .
After the test data sheet is signed, place one (1) copy in
the traveling file, one(l)copy and the original in the•
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...Detector Preamplifier Assembly 50797,.
contains 51015 assemblies ' S/N_ T^a J J and
'•'odd and even channels, respectively. - - •
Postanplifier Circuit Board Assembly 50904, S/N _
Intended for TM Spectral Band <£ '__.
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4.6 Tranaient Response •
Maximum excursion from final value after time C.Q + t where tQ
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4.6 Boosted Frequency Response:
lOOHz 1 kHz
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Ground Continuity and Isolation
Signal GND Continuity
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Signal GND-Chassis Isolation
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This waiver requests permission to use the F-l CFPA with the following discrepancies
against its substrate:
1) Assembly was built to planning which was never reviewed and accepted by AF
and contains no inspections of any kind. 2) Depositions were performed without
released process procedures (none referenced in AHR). 3} Resistance measure-
ment data attached to AHR indicates substrate did not meet requirement specified
in Drawing Note 15. 4) Deposition thickness not recorded at Operation 3150.
This substrate cannot be replaced without completely rebuilding the F-l CFPA.
The CFPA has been tested successfully and a rebuild due to the above listed
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Attachment to Request for Deviation/Waiver No. W-142
1. Assembly Planning (AHR) was issued for use in the fall of 1978. Investigation
which was performed on the Protofligh: Model, which had the same problem,
was accepted, however, there appears to be no documentation to support this
investigation.
2. Depositions were performed per standard procedures (hand-written) with the AHR
defining the amount to be evaporated, during 1978 - 1980 period. However, the
evaporation lab utilizes Laboratory Procedure Instruction (LPI) which are now
being changed to Manufacturing Production Engineering Instructions (MPEI).
MPEI's are being released through Production Engineering under W.G. Speth.
3. Resistance Measurements recorded on attached AHR data sheet do not meet re-
quirements specified on drawing Note 15 which says that: "Pad to Pad
resistance of traces shall not exceed 3.0 ohms." The resistance of the traces
is minimal and will not have a measurable affect on the detector performance.
This variation is inherent in chemical evaporation processing. See Table
below for actual readings.
Measurement Point
to Point _






























OT - Out of Tolerance
Deposition thickness was not recorded at operation 3150. In reviewing previous
history the run number 1984 which was the same for the ?rotoflii?ht substrate used
indicates that the lab log book for Run number 1984 recorded a thickness of 2000
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HEATER/SENSOR AND BAND 6 OHMIC CHECK
CFPA SERNO DATE /5
Ti READING ^'/TyT VOLTS'









2C A P -Mp
rlZ.^lJ ^ ' . \ .U
25 TO ICO I ^ ^,/
25 TO 100 4J.£
25 TO !Cq ^ :-.^






































OF POOR 'QUALITY •
FREQUENCY RESPONSE CFPA/BAND 6
CFPA :
TEST SHEET 9 *
•
. DATE /*5& 7 /ffrt
' CFPA SERNG <**'
Tl READING •**?*
T2 READING A 1
BAND 6 PREAMP SERNO




CURRENT •l->eVDC=_1074? AMPS-, -,'
^-1^ 80mA MAX - 80mA MAX
AMPS
CHANNEL




















MODEL SERNO CAL DUE DATE
























































































































*-• A T'lTQ'p CCV^t'n T 1
^Al/4 Ufi-^^f^ ^ r&K. AJ^OA on.. ..a. XA
l f c » T l fiAAAGa*** Sheet 2 of 2
<l. »3 » // JA/j/'^g-
FHE^i^^CY RESrOiJtuS BAli'D 6 (Continued)
i' •'••"•'.•,! PARIT f<5
OF POOR QUALITY
 V^.J3 -^ .._ .:j_
31 4.^< -,-?3
a.' , ' ,_, ,J_. • . ._ , _i
§ 35: <f, 'i^lC j — 1 ^ 3 j
;*» — ""- . . . .'
° 1 1 '5 Ro 5".6»2-»Ci — I^S




" ^ ^ 2 . :*~ 7.&>£ -"2.10pfl t *y ^ • _ ^  *
O '^ ^7 X 1 iX *9x ^H c ~{ J 7 j, **• ' K — £ . & >
u "3 '
^ c// V .?4. 7l> j ~X / 0
z
S A;^
% Test Engineer C-. /^T^^-e^^
*• Date ^ ~-/7-<f «-f
„, Design Engineer A^UL ^fkLou&t*^'
Z /Jr
" Date ^O^^S. /7 /7^2.
« Q. A. ^fe;^ ^^"<-^r
"* Date \i\p~fy/j^n^f-s. 2-/t7 / 5£"z—
a
 size coot io£Ni no Nu«6{«












B A N D 7
R A D I O M A T R I C
BAND 7 PREAMP SERJO
TEST SHEET 12
SHEET 3 OF 3
DATE:
BAND 7 POST A.V.r-- SERNO
Tl READING »^76> VOLTS' 9/.Q °K TEST ENGINEER
T2 READING . VOLTS= °K
S C O P E
G A I N
PREAMP OUTPUT
CHANNEL @ -3? 1KHZ
SIGNAL NOISE










^,3x10 ./i> 1.0 A/'
NEPX . j RX-
POST
A M P .
G A I N
Cell r ,6/ V/ ££7





v (s&f 2.6 27,
8
4*4 • 5? 454
10 Sn 3, "2 1.7






16 6/4 « 17.4
POST Af.'.P GAIN i&£
APERTURE TO FILTER5 » 8". f
DETECTOR AREA= 7-r4f X
H0°°: 3.4 X/o-i-^-^a
BLACK BODY TO \= 43. 7
BLACKBODY TEMPERATURE=
FEEDBACK RESISTOR- 2.3 X/«
NOISE COHRECTICN FACTOR /• o
L
 BANDWIDTH^ £2. t?H&
APERTURE DIAMETER = • *-S7
SCOPE GAIN' S*£
.. /^ 7>Vl^ <:«>r

















• B A N D 7
R A D I O M A T R I C
% •
BAND 7 PREAf.'.P SERNO
TEST SHEET 12
SHEET Z OF 2
DATE:t=SS. /&
BAND 7 POST A.V.P SERNO
Tl READING «37fr VOLTS'
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543x10 .'/,> 1.0 A/\V
NEPX .] RX-
POST
A M P .
G A I N
.47 .62 V* 2.X ^  to ;.<* 26.7
,67 2.4
,44 4*5- 2.1 2-9
.41 .65 2.4 Et.Z.









12 ^72. 76,2. 397 r.l Z&.O
13 490 srr ,£7 t'7
76J 2-0
15 472. .41 2.1 26. '
16 443 **/ .4T. A8T 27.
Xt*~ f *
POST At.'? GAIN *£& AtLo<sf
APERTURE TO FILTER: 19.1 fc«~
DETECTOR AR£A= 2. S"*£
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE CFPA / PREAMP









































EQUIPMENT USED: MODEL SERNO
I)
. - 2 )
3)
4) OHIGIIVAL PAGE IS
5) OF POOR QUALITY
6) *. * ;' '
7)
' CAL DUE DATE
se&
7 c-
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BOOSTED FREQUENCY AND TRANSIENT RESPONSE BAND 7
CFPA SER.VO




PAGE 3 of U
DATE
JANO 7 POSTAMP NO.
CURRENTS : + I9VD C -

















331 ?<? ~<?.fcy I
2 1*9 .•R73 /^?^ JL? £.0 j! 1
Zg 6.8
=2.0.
,2£_ ,32 _^5_ -z.t f u.s H
5 |33I j
_O. .li^ L --3.1.S l£. 0 )?..£>
H75! Z? +0 //. O -2.<ff 12.
7 I?M RG3 S3.0 30 8,0
^^ ^<? -2. ?3 •2.6.
. o 23 -2.73 12. «
IO p.l 5' f.ff
.Iff -2.73 12.9
12 p /f. ss -2-75 it.3 12.7
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-2.&C,
"2. 93 12.3 I
I 13.0 j
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PHASE CDEG] ORIGINAL PAGE fS
OF POOR QUALITY
IISJ
CD ca CD L
TJ TJ "0 «in












OF POOR QUALITY PHASE CDEG]
CD CD DO
CD d Gut "^  ""0 ~0
~0 "U 00 CD 00
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ORIGINAL PAGE R?
-•^ OF POOR QUALITY .
TEST SHEET 10
BOOSTED FREQUENCY AND T"\NSIENT RESPONSE BAND 7 PAGE 4 of 4
CFPA SCRK'O- •'2<S> ( DATS feS. /fe. »5&Z.
RAND 7 PREAMP NO t* V
T! READING .970 VOLTS' $AO
T^ npAPiMr, .^7Co vriT5= 9/.o
CUnnENTS: -H3VDC = .OT^ AMPS
150mA WAX
POST GA.'K J P=E GAltJ
SET j SET
If- • • • •c . i i '
CH IO ti^-rri^OcSCC-i NO. j f"^) (503CC;
t R33 |^>.7fl -Z65 |RS! l;.)^ — is:
2 |R4! J2&-7 1 -Zfe? 1^59 l/./r ->52
3 K2* 1 23.7 j - 1$^ JRK2 (;./$• — /J4
^ i 7x-2 : 31. «f 1 -Z7I iRDOt/./i" -/Jj
5 Fo5 Ijo,^! -^^ IR&3 l/./r - IS',
G R43!Ji'.7 -"i" |R9i j/./^- -/5;
BAND 7 POSTAMP NO. 2d? 1










I IC33! 0 IC57 4
j. C-4! A Co!
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L . C42 CB=
1 C25 JC5£
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1 9 jP.37 i«|l. Z! -2-&V lF.25 ! /./S'! -/^
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'Tlr-iJc; (34,71 - £7 JT JR85 i/,/5" -/^
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>!AS ADJUST BAND 7
:FPA SER\'0




































































































SCALE KEV £ JS-EET J-
\;
5! AS ADJUST BAND 7 /-?/
CFPA SERNO ^^/ W















NG - ~ / ? ^ VOLTS= °K
!n? DATE
TEST SHEET 78





































































































































REV S SHEET 3^>
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY TEST SHEET I
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-5-'GfP.'AL PAGE fS ^
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^ /^V^^S tfSfa
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DESIGN ENGINEER /^^ £t&r*&z>*-~ — ^ >
EQUIPMENT USED' MODEL SERNO CAL DUE DATE
C^X X/^T"" ^  ^"cv t-^/ ^  <c^? AC^ ^




















iNAL PAGE IS ___
«0 niiAilTY /£0u&&S#0a rzuGPOOR QUALUT ^__
 F/e^^5^
.C OFFSET TEST
SFRNO £-<?/ RAND* ^*
FADING *f?tf VOLTS =
-ADING ' • ?73f VniTS =






















































































2» 4- x /0 ^
2,4- X 10 1
2.4- • A tot
• -p& * /o 7
Z. + x /^ f
^.4 ^ /^ f
^,4. X . /07
2..Z. Xte f
2.4 ^/^
Z.^ x / ^ ^
1.4- X to**
*Z<5 X /o*?
rt *f^ '^ / / S) /
C^' nnj /\ / LS *
.2,4- x< /^ ^
2,4 X ,6 1
2.0. * /0 1
DESIGN ENGINEER /&# /&v*&* — I— >
METERS USED MODEL SERNO ^
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